WHERE DO WE GO
FROM HERE?
Wc in the Congress of Democrats have always posed the problem of
South Africa as lying ultimately, when all the dressings and disguises have
been removed, between our way — the way of full democratic rights for all;
and the Nat way — the way of white supremacy through open dictatorship
relying on force.
Discouraging as the election results may have been, disheartening as is
the heavy defeat of the United Party, the complete elimination of the
Labour Party representatives and the poor public response to the Liberal
Party candidates, there can be no doubt but that the results have served
to strip the dressings from the realities, and to reveal more clearly than
before that the alternative ways for South Africa which we have always
posed are, in fact, the only real alternatives. Between these two ways lies
the only real choice for South Africa. That choice now confronts all
thinking people more sharply and more directly than before.
It must be plain to all of us, however, that our present state of organisation, of membership and activity amongst the European population lags
far behind what is needed if we are to be able to go forward in this new
situation, to win people over to choosing our way forward as against the
Nationalist way, and to gain new supporters and new strength for our cause.

CAN W E PUT OUR HOUSE IN ORDER?
The answer to this question lies in two parts — firstly, in clarifying and
in unifying our own political ideas and our perspectives, and in clearing up
once and for all the differences and unclear views that exist amongst us
about what we are trying to do. what we can do and how we can do it.
Then and then only, can we adopt the correct organisational steps to carry
un on.
The Congress of Democrats is not, never was intended to be, and never
has been a political party in the commonly accepted sense of the term.
That is to say that it has not got an all-embracing programme and policy
on everything that happened here and abroad, to which every member
must owe allegiance publicly, or resign; Nor has it got as an aim the
attainment of Government power for itself, which is the common raison
d'etre for all political parties.
It is, basically, a loose association of like-minded people, bound together
by a common belief in the necessity for and the desirability of a democratic society based on the equality of all citizens regardless of race or
colour. Clearly such an association can comprise within its ranks people
of such diverse political allegiances as, for example. Black Sashes, Liberal
Party members. Labour Party members, Communists, Non-party radicals
and democrats of a dozen different ideologies and creeds, people who have
fundamentally and often violently opposed points of view on many matters
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— such as which party should govcn the country, what economic system
.should prevail, what form of state, what flag, what anthems, what constitutional set-up should prevail — but people who. despite these differences, aim at achieving, perhaps in different ways, the single objective of
aa democratic society based on an equality of rights.
Admittedly, this is Congress of Democrats as it should be, as it was
intended to be, even if it is not unfortunately the Congress of Democrats as
it is right now. But if that is the ideal for which we are striving, what can
one say of the criticism that the concentration of our work should be
amongst the European working class, and that our ideologies should be
strengthened with socialist ideas? One can and must conclude that such
criticism is ill-founded and wrong. It results from the attempt to turn
Congress of Democrats from what it is — a loose association of likeminded people — into what it is not, a political party striving for state
power; and bound by an ideology and discipline. Such attempts are. in fact,
subversive of all the Congress of Democrats is and has always attempted to
be. The Congress of Democrats should not and does not, as a body, take
sides for or against socialism. As a body we welcome the development of
every democratic and progressive political group in this country, and, again,
as a body, are at all times ready to co-operate, work with and assist such
groups. But we do not believe that the Congress of Democrats can bo. or
should attempt to be. anything other than what it is now. If there are
Congress of Democrat members who hold socialist or other views or feel the
need for new organisations to express those views, they arc at all times
at liberty to propogate their views to the population and to form or join
such groups. Nothing of this would be incompatible with their membership of Congress of Democrats. But to attempt to propogate such views
as being the views of Congress of Democrats itself, or to turn the Congress
of Democrats into such an organisation itself, can only destroy our organisation as it should be. as we visualised it as at its beginnings, and as
we still want to make it today. Such attempts are as harmful to us as
would be. say. an attempt to turn Congress of Democrats into a wing of
the United Party, or of the Liberal Party. There is room in our political
life for all these bodies. But our role is something special — it is the
knitting together on a single platform of all those in every party, who
have our belief in democracy based on equality of rights.
This is one part of our role. But such an outlook as we in Congress of
Democrats have leads us to another special feature, which is ours and
ours alone. We have always recognised that we are not alone in our beliefs. Before ever Congress of Democrats was formed, there were in existence the A.N.C. and S.A.I.C.. each of which stood for much the same point
of view. Since the formation of Congress of Democrats, there has come
into existence both S.A.C.P.O. and S.A.C.T.U. to propogate the same point
of view amongst special sections of the population. We do not. nor have
we ever considered it desirable or correct, t o start competing with these
other Congresses for the allegiance of their members. We have, instead
taken what we considered to be the correct and statesmanlike approach
to the problem. We have entered into close working alliance with these
bodies on all matters of common interest. We have respected their abilities and their desire to work amongst and organise special sections of the
population only — Africans, Indians, trade unionists etc. We, for our part,
have taken upon ourselves the burden of directing our work mainly to that
section of the population otherwise untouched by Congress — the Europeans — and to concentrate our organisational attempts amongst them.
We do not. nor have we ever been asked to operate a racial or colour bar
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against persons of other groups who wish to join Congress of Democrats
Tc do sc would be opposed to all we stand for. But at all times our concentration of work nas been amongst the European population. But we
have never lost sight of our real purpose: and so the working alliance between us and the other Congresses has always been our firsc concern, the
most closely guarded of our assets: for through this alliance, which has
grown real and strong during our five years of work, we really go far to
achieving our aim of knitting together all South Africans who think as
we do.
Sincere, radically-minded people often remain outside our ranks, even
critical ol us, because they believe t h a t opponents of the colour bar must
01 necessity organise themselves in multi-racial organisation, which work
equally amongst all sections of the population and draw their members
from all sections. Congress of Democrats it is said is not satisfactory,
not good enough, because it practices some sort of "apartheid" in its own
existence. I t is significant that this criticism, which could with equal
force be made against the A.N.C. or the S.A.I.C. is not. in fact, made
against them; for these organisations, it would appear, separate fields of
work and separate groupings for political purposes is acceptable; but not
for us, working amongst the Europeans. This curious double-standard reveals clearly that there is something wrong with the criticism.
Our answer is quite clear. We have nothing to apologise for. We are
not doctrinaire and rigid people who demand that life and conditions in
South Africa conform to our likes and dislikes. We, too, would like to
see the day when multi-racial organisations in all fields of life is capable
o. uniting all South Africans.
But we do not believe that that stage has yet been reached/ Our aim
is t o unite all people — the mass of the people and not just the advanced,
enlightened and emancipated few. We believe honestly t h a t the present
alliance of separate organisations which exists in the Congress movement
is the only possible organisational form at this time for doing this. I t
provides for all that we require — for the easy organisation of the whole
population, advanced and backward, emancipated and prejudiced, and for
familiar and congenial surroundings into which people will freely enter and
make their greatest personal contribution of which they are capable; it
provides for a close fraternal relationship between the racial groups on
the basis of mutual respect and full equality. We believe that the scale
and extent of Congress influence in the country today is proof of the fact
t h a t the present level of development in South Africa calls for, and is best
met with organisations such as ours.
Some critics say that the Congress of Democrats should become a small
but closely-knit, more or less undercover organisation.
It m u s t be assumed that such an attitude results from an incorrect understanding of our aims and outlook. An undercover organisation cannot
possibly be accepted and understood by the other Congresses as a genuine
ally, representing an otherwise unrepresented section of the population in
the Congress front; nor can it do w h a t Congress of Democrats has attempted to do and succeeded in doing — namely, in enabling the Congress
Movement to speak to all South Africans as a truly national, non-racial
and all inclusive trend in our political life. A small, semi-concealed group
of Europeans could only — and probably correctly — be understood as an
a t t e m p t to guide and influence the Non-European Congresses by concealed
pressure politics from within, a form of continuation of old European
superiority ideas which would correctly and rightly be deeply resented and
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opposed by them. And secondly, such an attempt would give rise to the
belief — and probably in fact reflect the belief amongst its supporters —
that the achievement of a multi-racial democracy in South Africa can only
be achieved without any real support or participation of European South
Africans, an idea and outlook which is diametrically opposed to the very
basis for the existence of Congress of Democrats and which is foreign to
the views of all the Non-European Congresses themselves.
It is often alleged by both White and Non-White opponents of the Congress alliance, that the A.N.C, for example, is being dominated and led
by the nose by Congress of Democrats. There is no truth in such allegations. If there were any basis for them, we who believe in the equality of
all men. would be the first to change that position, for we are at all times
conscious that such a small organisation as ours, with such tiny support
amongst the European population generally, is very much of a small brother
beside the numerically strong and tremendously influential A.N.C. On
the level of leadership discussions, of debate and policy discussions, each
of the organisations in the Congress alliance is at all times an equal partner; each is as fully entitled as the other to put its views and voice its
opinions; and all who have participated in such discussions will know that
each organisation accords to the other the consideration and respect for its
views that are fitting for equal partners. But when it comes to assessing
the feelings of the people, to taking the pulse of events, it is and always
has been clear to us that the A.N.C. speaks for the many and we for the
few. that their understanding of the people and of their needs, of their
desires and their abilities carries weight far beyond our own. It is perhaps difficult for Europeans in South Africa to accustom themselves to
such humility; life conditions us the other way. But in matters such as
these. Congress of Democrats needs to be humble, to shed illusions of
European superiority and to see itself for what it is. a small and strictly
secondary wing of the Congress movement. Those Non-Europeans who
parrot the allegation that Congress of Democrats leads the A.N.C. need
also shed their illusions of White superiority; for their disease is the opposite side of the coin; it is the belief that Africans arc inferior, incapable
of leading themselves or the Congress alliance as a whole, and must, therefore, be led by someone else. They lack the conviction of their own equal
ability which is necessary for all who belong to the Congress Movement,
Congress of Democrats members no less than others.
Is it possible in the circumstances t h a t exist today f o r us t o expect t h a t
wc w i l l f i n d new recruits, newcomers t o our ranks?

Certainly if we look only at the political problems of today, at the searching around going on amongst Europeans for a new way out of Nationalist
darkness, that the growing awareness amongst Europeans that the future
lies not in mastery but in partnership with Non-Europeans — if we look
only at these facts, we must conclude that our ranks cannot fail to grow,
that we must attract and exnect to attract constant new reinforcements.
But it would be unreal to look only at these facts. We must look also at
the oMier s*de of the picture. The fact is that we have drawn heavy reprisals on our heads from the Government and the Snecial Branch. We
have become the victims of persistent persecution. The impression has
been successfully created amongst the population that Congress of Democrats is regarded by the Government as a Communist or near-Communist
group on the borderline of lceality; that membership of Congress of Democrats tevs one open to persecution and victimisation. One cannot in truth
?re-ur that it is not so. that membership of Congress of Democrats is no
different from membership of say the Black Sash, or the Labour Party.
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It is different. It has been made different, more difficult, more dangerous, not because we are cranks who like trouble, not because we seek
martyrdom, not because we follow the ideology of communism, but because
the Government has good reason to fear us. and to attack us by every
foul and underhand device it can muster. We have become in this country
the symbol, both in the eyes of the Govcrnfent and in the eyes of the
European population, of what is taboo in South African life, a symbol of
an uncompromising belief that Non-Europeans arc. here and now, capable
of exercising complete equality with Europeans in all fields of life. We
are the symbol of heresy against the accepted creed of White Supremacy.
and, like heretics everywhere, we are persecuted.
Now although this makes membership of Congress of Democrats different and more difficult than membership of other bodies, it does not and
cannot be allowed to prevent our reaching out for and finding new recruits and new members. Perhaps here it is necessary for us to reconsider
our approach. In the past we have tended to try and minimise the repercussions of being a member of Congress of Democrats, to pooh-pooh the
dangers and reprisals. Perhaps we should revise this attitude which is
unconvicing to our potential recruits because it does not appear to square
up to the truth. Perhaps we need to revise our approach. It is true that
the Special Branch is trying to snuff Congress of Democrats out of existence by raids, by petty interrogations, by passport refusals, and so on.
Every person who says. "I a^ree with you, but I am not prepared to stick
my neck out," is assisting them in that process.
WHERE CAN THIS LEAD?

It would be the gravest illusion to imagine that if they succeed in terrorising the public away from Congress of Democrats, tney will stop there
and be satisfied. There is no more legal barrier to Special Branch harassing of the Liberal Party than there is of harrassing Congress of Democats; nor is there any reason for believing that political considerations will
prevent them doing so. Once the population surrenders one fortress and
acquiesces in blackmail by the Special Branch, the process of rot will have
set into our political life. Today it shows itself in its beginnings, in a
withdrawal and retreat from Congress of Democrats by people who, in
other circumstances, would support it; tomorrow, it will show itself equally
in withdrawal and retreat from the Liberal Party and so on down the line.
Those people who can understand this, who can see that there is no end
to the role of surrender to blackmail, must face the issue squarely; the
issue is not whether they dare join Congress of Democrats, but whether
they dare let themselves be terrorised out of it. Perhaps this, the positive, courageous and crusading approach is what we need. Challenging
the courage of the people who agree with us cannot be expected, everywhere and invariably, to bring forth the courageous answer, but somewhere amongst the people there are surely some who can be won to join
lie, knowingly accepting the facts and the consequences. It is these few
that we must aim t o win in the first place — those who will be the first
to stand up against the tide of surrender, and perhaps begin to turn it the
other way towards defiance and resistance.
This does not mean that we in Congress of Democrats should be reckless
of the safety of our members, that we should recklessly and heedlessly
throw them to the wolves. Where we can and when we can, we must
treasure people who are our most valuable assets. But we must also face
(CONTINUED INSIDE BACK COVER)
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reality. We must protect our members from persecution as best we can,
but not by turning aside from the tremendous task we have, not by failing
to challenge the stream of European reaction openly and boldly, and not
by allowing the persecution to eliminate us from the public arena where
alone our battles can be fought.
It is said by some that in openly defying the blackmail of the Special
Branch and in encouraging others to join us, we are dealing recklessly
with people's liberty, recklessly inviting reprisals.
What are the true facts? Let us look a t our history. It is true that
we have lost many of our members, banned, proscribed or even persecuted.
But what have we to show for this? It is time for us to asses what has
been achieved by that sacrifice and t o decide whether it is worth while.
Our achievements, for all our smallncss and for all the obstacles placed in
our way, are substantial, almost remarkable.
In the short space of five years we have helped to break down the past
tradition of South Africa —- that for Europeans to accept and propose equal
rights for all is a sort of lunatic abberation. We have helped to make
equal rights, if not the accepted policy of White South Africa, at least
en accepted and recognised creed, and one which seriously demands the
onsideration of every European who calls himself a democrat.
In putting forward our advanced and radical point of view without compromise we have not only awakened new thinking amongst the population
generally, but we have moved every existing European organisation —
Black Sash, Liberal Party, Labour P a r t y and even sec tions of the U.P. —
to revise their former outlook and programmes and to move closer to the
Congress concepts of equality. (Note for example the development of the
Liberal Party policy on the question of the franchise, which has taken
place against a background of our creating).
In doing; these things we have broken down, probably for all time, the
exclusive and accepted Black and White camps of South African political
life; we have built a real inter-racial political grouping which has compelled all other democratic groups to start thinking on new lines, towards
inter-racial concepts; that multi-racial grouping has shattered the previous White chauvinistic contempt for and ignoring of Black political
opinion, and has also shaken the basis for the development of Black
Nationalist chauvinism amongst the Non-European people themselves.
This record of achievement for such a small body as ours, in the teeth
of all the difficulties we have met, is the vindication of the correctness of
our views and of our policies. The Congress alliance of which we have
been a vital and effective part has proved itself by results. We have no
grounds or reasons to seek now to revise the foundations on which we have
built, and which have stood the test.
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